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MISS JORGENSON! GREER FAMILY WATER CHARGES SING RETURNING
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ASSIGNMENT NOW A HAS BEEN
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.ITED IN MARRIAGE TO MR. MUCH DOING IN THAT LINE KR. BUR/ennnT AND OTHERS INSPECTOR THOMPSON HERE THE PADUCAH TOILET
SUP- FITZSIMMONS BESTED
WORKING HARD IN ARAROUND POLICE HEAD.
WING WHAT CIIINAT. B. BOWMAN AT HENLAST
PLY COMPANY TO LIQUINIGHT AT SAN FRANCISCO
RANGING RATES.
QUARTERS.
DERSON.
n MAN POSSESSED.
DATE.
BY O'BRIEN.
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Mien Rosa Edwards and George Au- Former City Lockup Keeper Bob WIBe Ready For the City Corn- The 'Pigtail" Went to His Native Undertaker Stevenson, of
Mayfield, The old Champion
ee o! 'night If They Want to
idennee .Does Welt as ne..n.c:.—
Heath and Buried the Remains
gustus Went to Near Benton
Unable to Stand
_
Start Right Away.
Business of Department..
s...h his Younger
of His Dead Brother.
and Married.
—News From Business World.
Opponent,
Many friends here will be happily
surprised to learn that Tuesday after
noon Miss Suzanne Jorgenson and
nlr. T. B. Bowman were united in
marriage at Henderson, Ky. Information to this effect reached Padiicab yesterday morning and was
received with much pleasure by their
circle of friends here.
e charming and cultured young
Intade was one of the most promindo young society girls ever residing
in this city. She is the only daughter of Mr. and :Sins. Allan Jorgenson, and the family left here last
year for Evansville to make their
home, where Mr. Jorgenvon was
stationed as chief dispatcher for the
railroad.
One
Illinois ()entre}
month ago dr. Jorgenson wait trans
ferred to Princeton and put in
charge of the dispatching forces
there when the I. C. opened the
new division leading into Nashville,
Tents. The family went to Earlington, Ky., to remain until he got sett/ed.
'The information reaching .here did
not state whether the bride was visiting in Henderson or not at the
time of the ceremony, or whether
the comge simply went there for the
nuptials. They were united in the
parlor, of the Adam. House by
Rev. R. E. C. Lawson, of the Second Presbyterian church of that
city. A large number of friends
witnessed the ceremony.
The young lady always swayed
here with unusual popularity, being
blessed with muds beauty and prepoteteasing appearance, and endovred
with attractive manners and many
accomplialiments that engaged the attention of everyone and made tier
extreerrely we'll liked by all. The
family lived litre for many years.
and after bedding into womanhood
the dainty bride was a member of
many of the social and literary
clubs and quite a leading young worn/M.
Mr. Bowman has many friends in
this city, where several years ago be
used to come in representing the
Armour packing plant out of Chicago. He is a first-class young
business man and is now located in
Louisville where be -is engaged in
the joernalistic field.
Many congratu'ations from Paducah friends are being sent forward.
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Marry Near Benton
Yesterday merning Mo. Rosa Edwards and Mr. George Augustus?, of
this city, were united in marriage at
the residence of friends near :Benton,
Marshall county.. The couple have
returned to this city to make their
hcr:th are popular and well known
to many, the bride being the very
pretty and dainty young lady former
ly connected in a clerical capacity
with the L. B. Ogilvie & Company
establishment of Fourth and Broadeway.
Mr. Augustus ie the energetic and
reliable
young bricklayer Whose
hosts of acquaintances extend sincere congratulations, upon the happy
event.
They will make their home at No.
goo South Fourth street.
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LaCenter Couple Wads.
Miser Ackne Wray and Mr- Jacob
Penn, of LaCenter, were yesterday
married at 3 o'clock in the afternoon 415 the parlors of the New Richmond hotel by Rev. T. J. Owen, in
the presence of a number of friend's.
The groom is engeged in the tobacco business, at LaCenter, while
the bride is a handsome and popular woman of that place.
Other Nuptial.
Montie Poe and Theodore Pox, of
Marshal} county. \erre yesterday
marvied by Judge Lightfoot at the
court home.
Miss Mayme Ryan, daughter of
Mr. Nat Ryan. and Mr., C.. 0.1
Hughes, of the Rowlett Tobacco
company, were married yeater;day at
Murray. Both are well known to
many friends here.
' Miss 'Nina E. Hines and Motorman Clement G. Yates, of the street
car company, went to Metropolis
yesterday, married and then returned here.
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Last Meeting.
'T'he Entre Nous club hel+ the
lase meeting of this ear wIth Miss
Nell Holland the aftnioon of Deentrther adth, at her
rne on South
Sixth' etreeL
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taftnerintendent Muscoe Burnett and
Sa
Sing, the Chinaman who
The Paducah Toilet Supply comSan Francisco, Dec. 20.—This evenessistants, Messrs. Charles Win we
, his native heath lost vrint r pany has made an
assignment, mak- ing before an
stet+ and Parker Chastaiiie are work- with e body of his dead brother, ing Mr.
immense crowd Bob
Felix G. Rudolph, public adFitzsimmons went dawn in ignoming every It now upon the com- Liu
, is probably preparing to ministrator for this city
and county, inious defeat at the
plex questions that come up in pre- ret
to the United States, as last the assignee. The
Mechanic's pavil'documents are ion, where he went up
paring for • inauguration the new we
against PhilaInspector Thompson, of ell now being prepared and
will be delphia Jade O'Brien in
schedule of rates that wibl be adopted Unit
a ne-round
States service, was here call- lodged with the county clerk
today,
just as soon as possible, by the first ing
a Public Administrator Felix whale immediately afterwards the bout, under auspices of the Yosemite
of the year, if things are completed G.
Widespread interest
ph to see bow much mon- concern wilt tile its schedule of liabil- Athletic club.
was taken in the first, especially as it
by that time.
ey
property Sean Sing had in i ities and assets.
had gone forth that Fitz Was in exThe council has erdered that the ch
of the administrator.
The company has ;been doing a
cellent form, but Onerien proved too
board of public works and City Audihere the iwor went ta t laundry business, with 'headquarters
much for him, as Pkzsimmons was
tor .Alexander Kirkland officiate as Me
;s, Tenn., to set what the at the residence of Miss Eleanor
too badly beaten up to come in at the
Public rennesellaselves of the muni- pies owned thokit; The inspector Trzevant, of West
Monroe street. fourteenth round,
cipality id monist' with Supt. Burnett is do(hg this
and the referee,
so unto report to the Miss Trezevant will continue engagcounting 'him out, awarded the tight
an) going over t ings so reports can immineation bureau at San Francisco ing in this
business uncleidthe firm to O'Brien.
O'Brien pounded Fitz
be made the municipal legislative and niceinemend Ore readmittance
of head of "Trezevant Towel Supplies." badly all
tonight
the
way
boards. The aldermen will
through and showed
The
Sans 'Sing to this country.
stockholders of the company ss- he was
the best of the two. Fitz
confirm what the council did towards
signing
were
Mnisrs.
W.
F.
Smile
time
last winter Lini Sing .
Paxton, put et) a prety good
this selection of the- city conunittee,
battle until the
Former Lockup Keeper..,
died there in this city, where he had' Will Farley, W. F. Bradshaw, Miss thirteenth round
auditor
works
and
and
the
board
when
of
began feelDriver John Anson, of the patrol
Trezevant
and
several
others.
a
',mitt-dry
on
Breadway
rear First
ing the effects of the awful punishwagon for the police force, has 're- will then make arrangements to con- tree
His brother. Sam Sing, rement, and became wobb'y on ins
fer with Mc. Burnett.
ceived a letter from Mt. Robert Meni- Hay King Here.
at nitemphie sTettn.oansl came
•
feet, being hardly ales to stand.
have
assistants
The
Burnett
of
Mr.
fee, %lib announces that he is now
'ere r the bedy, which was carried
Mr. George (Sank) Rappolee, of O'Brien shot him
so many
a horny handed farmer and is doing visited every building in the city of to
Bluff City, where it remained Livingston county, was in the city on this round that Fitz was stiff ones
residence,
business
'house,
Paducah,
unable to
well on his place near Benton, Intever weeks, during which time. the businese. Mr. Rappoke is called the respond to the bell when
the fourdian Territory. Mr. Menifee is the factory or other place where water is 9V
"Hay
King"
for
made
brother
arrangethis
section of the teenth round was called, and the dewell known former city lockup keeper used. They noted the different water me
to take the corpse back to country as he buys up hay every- cision was given O'Brien.
for Paducah who went to the terri- plugs, fixtures and other sources out Chi
for burial. The provisions of where up and down the rivers and
Thousands of dollars
consumed,
and
now
water
of
which
is
changed
tory about two years ago and located.
sr exclusion act provide ships it into this city for sale He hands during the heavy betting
the
whit!'
He has done well since going out, they are figuring day and night, show- that
sold
here
this
living
member
year
in
of
that
race
over
t000,000 found ready market, with Fitz the
but writes he longs to once more see ing what patrons get a reduction in thn
untry, and who goes back to pounds of this feedstuff, while ex- favoritte all the way through, bets at
theenew rate, and what ones get an
good Old Paducals.
shall /mire at 'nest $i000 pects to dispose of that much more 8 and to to t being pleced on him
increase. Just as soon as they finish Chi
wo
of property in this country be- by the last of next March.
He everywhere. Thje manifested interest
Burnett
will
things
the
have
nfr.
Acting Lieutenant.
board of works and city auditor to fore e can come back and also that handles it in quantities never before was the groatent and most intense
Lieutenant Thomas Potter went to meet with buns,
oaring a citizen of America attempted by any ogle around here.
ever eitneesee around a prize ring.
at which time he will after
Lexington, Ky., this morning, and go over everything, explaining in de- the
naman going back home must
during bit absence Detective William tail why such a charge; is made here, return to this country inside of
Light Business.
MOVES TO FLORIDA.
Baker will act as lieutenant of the why such a charge made there, and tw-etve months.
Business down in the retail district
police force. The lieutenant eimects
Win the Paducah brother died last night was pretty light, as the in- Kentucky Military
in fact cover the entire question with
School
Near
to get back, tonigb on the 3:43 o'clock the public representatives. The water e left something like $i.000 to his clemency of the weather seemed to
Louisville Seeks Genial Clime.
train, he making a flying trip to carry company superintendent said last survieing. brother. The dead man's have a bad effect. There
was harda boy to the reform school.
evening that for the present he would estat4 was placed in the hands of ly anyone down doing their shopping. 'Louisville, Dec. zo.—The Kentucky
-Administrator Felix G. Ru- The grand rush will begin tonight or AildMry Institute wills on January
not have time to meet the city come Publ
S.
Nipped at Last.
rnittee except of night, but that if lolpt who holds it to the trenit of tomorrow and continue until Christ- mode ',edify, but only temporarily,
vor. After indebtedness 11125
Wilbert Upchurch, colored, was they waited until be 'got entirely the
Ifrom I4ndon, seven miles from here, •
arrested yesterday by Officers Sin- through with hi, work, fie could con- and other things were pair there is
to Itimegallie, Fla., where it will be
between Sem and $5oo in
gery and Hurley on the charge of fer with them at any time. He beI.-oaten for three months. The mowLeft This City.
nistrator's hatichennter the .114._fr leollann Coleman
cutting Lige Howard, another ne- lieves it wilt take only a few hours the
WOO the institution,ieittliivee
enhintsitemilignatining &motegro, last Fciartis of July.— Howard for him to explain satisfactorily &beret
Prietre allitd ustitletlit
n‘FOOOP
-.s e._ ;
.
Thompson %vat. Irons here of the gait company btd .gone to desire of the head kif the /school.
was cut pretty badly and Upchurch everything. There are a few things avec
o -.
j.
has ever since been dodging the au- that he cannot explain, as be gets to batinphl and found that the liv- Ne'ashingwits Courthouse, Ohio, to C. 'Pin Fortner, to give the students
thorities, but the patrolmen found his revision information from Nash- ing *other bats over Poo in bank enter the gas range anst.move busi- a fed eillihtery training which has net
Thew
combined credits ness lie has moved hinilanaily there. been recadble this seasen on account
hint yesterday at Nb. 7 Sander's ville, Kansas City and the other out- there.
Row, which is occupied by negroes side cities whose rates must compare eotsalking Jiver $txtoo. the i..10oe
ofibe widartain weather
out in Fisherville.
Move Here.
Wive ase institution to Florida
with his. In these instances be says has to make a report to that 4e.d
at Suer4r:wise°
LI:inert&
enevenson, of ildnensi
,regttire a train of eight coaches.
. te
the city committee, if they are not to the
t Sing wascl
ate4
several days anindand as . here are tso studens, a corps of
MURDERERS ARE MURDERED. satisfied, can simply write to the out- Which
b 'nee° this ann
he wets coefeekpiat- teachers and the ordinary Neil), which
of-town places and quickly get the is eneitled to co
co
y when he re t urns. It is he. infr *string hers to enter theinsieess. will easily swell the total to 200.
The Barbarous Cruelty of a Frantic information.
that he will he beck some Padtscila has had only two'establish- Col. Fowler has rented a large hotel
Mr. Burnett asked for the selection hew
Rusaian Mob Told
ments de this character for years and at Eaugallie, which win be used as
of the cite, committee -to work in tune next month
) years, eacept for about eix months barracks, schoolrooms and commisTukum Cmuland, Russia, Sunday, harninny with him, io that everything
time, during Which a third riui but sary. In front of the hotel is a large
Dec. t7, via Stettin, Prusssa, Dec. would be agreeable when it came to
shortly quit business. Mr. Steveneata grassy ell of several acres, which
did
he
rates.
If
new
of
adoption
the
so.. -A 'phial staff correspondent .of
said 'be was *eased with prospas will makc a desirable parade ground.
the Associated Peeve who has just not as for appointment of this comfor
another house here and intended The IOC 11-Ine of moving the institute
him
with
work
the
go
over
to
mittee
arrived here learns that mobs of
coming. He has been an undertaker tempoterily originated with Col.
Lithuanians and Esthoniens yester- before adoption of the rates, it woubd
for many relies and is quite experi- Fowler.
day eattacked a hundred Coe:tacks mean that if the water compann went
and dragoores, the only military ahead and did the worknby itself and REINS OF MR. GEORGE enced.
ROCK TO BE LAID TO
SAVED FROM DEATH.
force, stationed
Tuktnn. The reported to the public boards, the latFtniih
- ed.
REfeT.
mob, after wild fighting, killed the ter would refer it to some committee
Yesterday: the bricklayers com- Trans-Continental
Automobilist,
soldiers to the last man, cut off to look into.
pleted work of laying the foundation
Found Just in Time.
their arms and kg, and ripped up
His Brother, Mr. John Rock, Could for the El lutilding on' North Fifth
The streets were
their bodice.
BORN DEAD.
between
Jefferson
y and
Flagstaff, Ariz., Dec.
20.—The
etrewn with bodies and dismembered
Not Get Here in Time For the
streets.
globe:tenon will now lay searching party winch left here yesparts.
Last Obsequies.
Autopsy Mkt Yesterday by Coroner
and fie
til next spring f9Vhin the terday to locate the lost trans-conSix hundred troops arrived here
Crow and Dr. Robertson,
Fnish Ole building, It was tinentsli autotitobilists, Perry F. Memeek
this morning with three guns F./wiled
thi settling purpose that the gargel, of New York. and David F.
the Place and charged the mobs of
Yesterday Corooer Charles Crow
This afternoon at 2 o'clock the fun- foundat
went tliovn this faW
Fassett, if Lansing, Mich., found
peasants, who surrendered or were and Dr Jeff Roberteon held an au- eral services of the remains of the
them last night in a desperate conditopsy over the remains of the child late hir. George
diepersed.
k, will be conRepairing Track.
tion, snowed in without food or gasoOrder has new been re-established of Josephine Routen, colored, and duct* at the family residence on
The laborers for the street railway line, thirteen miles from town, near
and the soldiers" are burying the bod found that the baby was born dead. Fif
and Monroe sweets.
Rev, centipany 'are at present busily ena deep pass in die mountains. in a
ies of the slain and caring for thc The body was then buried in the Wli
Bourquin • ter the German gaged tearing up the old' rails on few flours longer
they would have
wounded.
county cemetery by the coroner. It Ev
elical church officiates(
streets
Jackson
Twelfth
from
Sixth
to
perished
from
the
bitter
cold.
In all 34o soldiers and iensants was feared she had killed the baby
Tit burial will be suttee; auspices of and, repairinglinnee with new pieces.
Both men suffered from the cold,
were killed and many were wounded. when it wait born Sunday and afterPlait City Lodge Ho. 44% F.. and A.
rails to be put down on that mkt had managed to save themselves
Most of the iremaining population wards bid 4t in her trunk at her M. ed which the deceased was a No new
division until spring, because the from being frogen to death by the
have fled to Riga, which now is the home on South Seventh. The wovalu
and leading member.
company's men cannot tear up the use of gasoline :kittild a fire.
safest town in this part of Flovvis. man may be prosecuted for concealpublic street (toeing the winter esem- :,.$1110ite fond* Aid ,firr led the respallbearers
will
be
active
ing the birth of the baby, that being
settled weather might compel them cuers to the sp,- By a mere chanse
Helmut,
Andy
Wt
J.
John
the
city
law.
is
at
She
again*
the
DOLLS GALORE.
, Louis Kolb, Jr., Fred Nagel, to stop wort when the thorougfare a imirreM had bee) shot during the
hospital and doing well.
Inane and Edward Woolfollk. would be torn-up and traffic thereby their fleet/ food toe over thirty-six
Over One Hundred to Gladden the
tionarary
ttheir first food ter over thirty-six
pallbearers are Messrs. stopped over Same altogether,.
Thl
Hearts of Poor Children.
SOCIALIST SPEAKS.
hours. While searching for the transScott, J. H. Beyer, George C.
B
Points.
Bulbuls.
Other
automobilists the searchLouis
John
Burneet,
EtLagallircbt,
continental
H.
There are now on exhibition in Mr Winfrey Gaylor Lecfures ToThe steamer Tennessee left hitt ing party came acrose the frozen
Koillk Sr., Thomas J. Atkins, Geor
the windows of the Levy ladies tailmorrow Night at City Hall.
evening for the Tennessee rite" body of a logger named Thomas
Oeleillichlaeger and Brack Owen.
oring establishment, tot dolls ,that
to the raw& with filled Smith, who had been lost two days.
loaded
JOhn Rock, brother of the de-;
have been donated by the met
whiskey jugs, cohtaining liquor for
police
litre
Tomorrow
get
the
to
at
evening
able
ceased,
not
be
will
clients and others to gladden the
Christmas for the natives up that
The state board of valuation an
hearts of the poor children of the gourt room in the city hall a lecture until o'clock) this evening, too late
waterway. It is possible that $to,- assessment at Frankfort has fixe
city at the Christmas tree to be will be delivered by Mr. Winfield ror the funeral services. He is .of
000 worth of "red eye" went out on the assesment on whiskey in bonded
given by Rev. and Mrs. Chile. at R. Gtrylor, of Wisconsin, upon the Cleveland, Qin*, but controls numerwarehouses at $8 per bereft, the same
ous stone quarries around over that the boat.
the Rescue Mission on South Third subject of "Socialism."
Frank as last year.
Mr
building
new
Tine
Mr.
wired
leading
When
country.
Gaylor
is
the
erne
of
the
section of
street.
Kirchoff erected on North Fourth,
Mice Eleanor Trezevant made tile socialist, the country, over, and is of the dying condition of his jyrother
opposite Rbode's-Burford's, is comWilliam G. Crawhnd was con-trip
a
out
out
on
of
an
away
upon
extensive
was
visiting
lour
Tuesday
he
clothing and dressed the little dolls.
pleted and Barber Frank Just is pre- victed in Wlashington of complicity
which preeent s very cute apdear- the different cities and Making talks Cleveland, and word did not reach
eine.
in postal frauds. Pending a motion
along this line.
hint until too late to get here for the paring to move into
ance.
for a new trial he was released oft
come
thought
will
he
funeral. It is
Red Men Nominate.
bond of $m000.
Miss Mtary Scott returned' last this evening.
Mr. John R. Scott and wife. of
Tomorrow night is the time 'ins
Dresden. Tenn., are here for the holi- night for the holidays, from Nashthe Red Me nto nrnitinate the differOne firemanywas killed and severel
days visiting the latter', parents, Mr. ville. Term,, where the intends Ward's
The home Teenier-continued to ent people who are to be put up as emp.oyee may have lost their lives
seminary.
and 'Mrs.
K. Greer,
•
discuss the insurance question and candidates for the different offices of in a foe Which dierieroyed the Chas.
-other topics and the day was pasted that lodge. The last Friday even- W. Cohonk company's enamel sign
Mrs. M'ery Beadles, of WIngo. Ky.,
Mr. F. J. Frazer, wife and daughter without
The senate ace ing of this month there will be elect factory in Chicago Theeday night.
is visiting her son, Patrolman
eel have gone to San Antonio, Texas, for cepted the conference report on the ed from these nominees the parties TThe property
lose is estimated at
Ilearnes
a visit.
.n
Panama canal emergency bill.
to hold the places.
$25teneo.
The Greer family predominated
around police circles yesterday, as
tfiree of that name were in hands of
the law. In the police court yesterday morning Florence Greerneoloned,
was fined js and costs for being
drunk, and disorderly, while her broth.
er John Greer, colored, was taxed $1
for just plain drunk. Lat
• in the
Jiro
t no
day Robert Greer, colored,
on the
kin to the others, was arr
charge of stealing a bridle tom the
Langstaff-Orme Manubaceurilies company', stables on their - grohndit at
Second and Adams . streatav:" The
bridle was recovered and Gremlocked
up by 'Driver John Austin of the
petrol wagon.
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M.Schwab at 50c ON THE

I.00

Sale begins promptly at 9 o'clock SATURDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 23, 190.5t S!,
and will continue until the entire stock is disposed of.
The BIGGEST VALUES ever offered In Western Kentucky.
25 Salesmen Wanted.

Watch for ad. In Friday's papers.

Remember the place,

216 Broadway, Schwab's Old Stand.
LOVING CASE

PILES DINED

ABOUT WOUND UP

DOCUMENTS AND MOTION TO EX-PADUCAHAN ONE OF THE JUDGE EVAN'S OPINION
BE LODGED TODAY FOR
RIVED HERE FROM
GREAT MEN AT WASHNEW TRIAL.
LOUISVILLE.
INGTON.

LAD FINED

AR- JESSE TILLMAN, COLORED, IS
GIVEN ENOUGH TO TEACH
LESSON.

If Judge Reed Should Overrule the He and Wife Members of Dinner Twenty Days Are Given Parties Ex- Florence Greer Got $5 for Being
Prayer, the Matter Will Be ImDrunk and Disorderly, and Her
cepting in Which to Appeal to
Party Entertained by PresiBrother Got $1
mediately Appealed.
the District Court.
dent and Wife.

I

Hon. Hal Corbett, counsel for Mr.
The many years standing proceedStates Senator Samuel
United
H.. E. Loving, stated yesterday that Piles seems to be springing to the ing of the city of Chattanooga in the
he had completed drawing up the front at Washington, D. C., as one United States is now practically
papers for use in making the motion of the leading republicans of his closed and everything is to be wound
for a new trial for the accused and country, as he is quottld on all sides up, as yesterday morning the opinion
that be would this morning lodge the and this is a source of great satis- of Judge Wainer Evans was, received
documents with Judge Reed, who faction to his many friends here who here from Louisville by Clerk John
would then prolxibly set a time for are highly delighted to see a former R. Puryear of the local branch of the
hearing arguments on the reqdest.
Parliticahan such 'a great man in the federal trfhtma:, and lodged for
In his papers Mr. Corbett sets up councils of 'his party. This is his record.
many reasons for a second hearing, first tern) as senator from the state
After the Chattanooga sank twenty
one being that he and his client have of Washington, and it is needless to Miles above here in the Tennessee
discovered valuable evidence since say his brilliancy will make for him river, and she was thrown into the
the conviction, and which evidence is a career marked with great states- federal court and sold, to satisfy the
favorable to Ur. Loving's`side of the manship. Senator Piles and his many claims instituted against her
case. The reasons for the new hear- wife were members of a party of owners, jkidge Evans selected J.
ing will also state that the common- friends dined by President Roose- Campbell Flournoy of this city as the
wealth failed to make opt a case velt and wife several nights ago at special commissioner to decide which
sufficient for conviction against Mr. the White House. At that time bills should be paid out of tht proLoving, according to the law and many other distinguished men were ceeds derived from sale of the craft,
evidence, while another plea set tip is presen t.
and which claim* should be rejected.
that the jury acted improper in bringThe Washington, D. C., dispatch- The conertirsioner did this and his reing in the verdict they did, which im- es state
regarding the assemblage as port Was forwarded to the judge
posed a sentence of five years.
follows:
"President
Mrs. some weeks since. The judge gave
and
dr. Corbett stated yesterday that Roosevelt
entertained at dinner at ample time for the rejected creditors
if Image Reed shodld happen to over- the
White House last night, the to fibe exceptions, but they not doing
rule their motion for a new trial, that guests including
Speaker and Miss 60, evidencing they had no good
an appeal would be taken to the ap- Cannon,
Senator and Mrs. Burrows, grounds to except, Judge Evans now
pelate bench at Frankfort. Pending Senator and
Mrs. Foraker, Senator confirm* the coulnissiouer's ,docuthis appeal Mr. Loving has the privi- and
Mrs. Btilkley, Senator and Mrs. tnents, and sends hia own opinion
lege to execute bond and be released. Flint,
Senator and Mrs. Piles, Sen- here for the court clerk. Now the
Ever since the night before the jury ator and
Mrs. 9uther4end. Repre- latter will hold the opinion for
brought in the verdict he has been in sentative
and
Mrs. Grosvenor, Rep- twenty days, as aggrieved partie 4
the office of the county jailer but
resentative Dairen, Representative have that length of time in which to
never locked tip in a cell.
and Mrs. Payne,
Representative appeal Judge Evan's decision to the
Sherley, Assistant Secretary of Ilreas district United States court at CinMASSACRES STILL CONTIUE. tiry and Mrs.
Keep, Baron and Bar- cinnati. It is not believed anyone
oness Shomberg, Civil Service Com- will take an appeal, therefore at exArmenians Slaying T•tussulmans, Who missioner and
MTS. Cooley arid Mr-s piration of the twenty' days from
Are Hunted Like Deer.
Roosevelt.
yesterday the clerk will commence
paying
off the claims of those parties
"The
dinner
was
followed
by a
Constantinople, Dec, go—The masgiven precedence with their bills
sacre of Mussultnans by Armenians musical to which a large party of
against the steamboat owners. The
was still in progress at Tifis, Cau- representative official and resident
opinion allows,every claim put in by
casia, and throughout Cancasia De- Washington anciety were invited."
Pachrcah people.
cember TR, according to a dispatch
4=110•011•Ya.s...
from Tifis tinder that date.
MAY
BE HIDING IN VIRGINIA
The
FOR CHICAGO.
Mohammedans were being ''hunted (Middlesboro, 'Ky., Dee. 20.—A re- CHEAP GAS
4:tow1i like deer, no distinction being port was circulated here last
night
made between Persians, Tartarp or that Frank Ball, charged with slayNew York, Dec. 20.--The director:
Ottomans. About 2,noo Masoulman ing Jack Bolen, was hiding at his of the People's Gas Light and Coke
families of Tifis had sought refuge in home here, but a search by the militia company met yesterday and approved
neighboring villages. The Cossacks failed to reveal his whereabouts, and the go-cent rate for gas for the
city
and other troops continued to pluder it is now believed that be is hiding of Chicago, and alio reduced the
the houses of Mussulmana at Batourn, in Lee county, Virginia, where he has dividend rate from 6 per cent. to
5
relatives and friends. His brothers per cent.
..-0,how good. Candies at Haw- here still insist that he will surrender
kins Bros., 4zy Broadway. Factory when he believes ha can obtain a fair
For Xmas Cigars and Pipes •• to
*mg* ate Tionesese.
' .
trial.
,,
sWilkabn
rerriman, 311
•

In the police court yesterday morn
ing Judge Sanders fined Jesse Tillman, colored, So) and costs for
flourishing a revolver. He is the lit
tle negro boy who several days ago
shot Gladdie McFadden. another
small darkey, at the Eighth and
Ohio street colored school. The po
lice did not want to warrant the tad
for malicious shooting, like he did,
on account of his tender age, and in
order to just punish him enough to
teach him a lesson he was fined the
stun mentioned for flourisiiing and
carrying the dangerous little firearm
with which he did the work.
Tom Austin was fined $5 and the
costs for a breach of the peace. He
had a fight with another party in the
northern portion of the city. Austin is a white man.
Florence Greer, colored, was fined
$5 and coots for being drunk and
disorderly. This is not the famous
"Black Child" that the police always
have go moch trouble with end has
the same name as this woman.
John Greer, colored, was fined $1
and costs for being drunk. He is a
brother of the above mentioned woman.
THE LAW

0 see them is to admire. To wear
them is to grow enthusiastic. Ten
thousand pairs of"Queen Quality"
Shoes would not be made and sold daily
did they not furnish the fullest measure
of style, comfort and economy.
We present here one of our endless
varieties. But the newspaper cut cannot do justice to the shapely toe, the
soft Gun Metal leather, nor the clever
shoemaking. You must see this boot
to appreciate it.
But remember this is only one of many. We
have "Queen Quality" styles for every taste and
Lfor every need; many new ones received this week.

WILL BE TESTED

Right of Railroads to Issue Passes Is
in Question in Indiana.
Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. ao.—The
right of railroads to issue passes and
the constitutionality of the railroad
commission law are involved in a test
suit on an agreed statement of facts
that was filed in the Marion county
courts yesterday. The case will be
carried to the United States Supreme
court to determine the constitutionality of the law, and the agreed statement of fact has been in course of
preparation for several months.
One of the points relied upon by
the railroads in attacking the constitutionality of the law is the exemption
of interurban electric lines from the
operation of the law.
. —Our candies are fresh, pure and
wholesome. =very hour..
MANNINO
,417 Biwa?. 11

.A.
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REICH'S JEWELRY STORE
224 Broadway, Paducah,Hy,

THE HOLIDAYS PANTS FACTORY XMAS HOLIDAYS

Special Sale
On Wall Papre.

ED TO MR. B. H. DIFFERENT .CHURCHES ARE
SUPT. LIEB WILL OUTLINE TRANSFERR
PREPARING FOR. THE
SCOTT FOR $1,500 AND
AND
STUDIES
THE
HOLIDAY.
IONS.
CONSIDERAT
QUESTIONS.

T.HB ORBATEST BARGAINS

Are Rushing
The C'unty Clerk Seems to Be En- Rev. and Mrs. Chiles
school Board This Evening Holds
Christmas
Their
for
Things
Forerunner of
the
joying
the Called Meeting to Wind Up
Tree for Poor Children.
Cupid's holiday Rush.
Business—School Notes

14

4

-wqsa

IN WALL PAI=ER THAT HAS

EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC.
A ROOY, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND

YOU CAN PAPER

BORDLIt TO

MATCH

FOR THE srA.m. sum OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN' F.

•

RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARB SELLING AT 6 CENTS
The different churches, of this city
are making arrangementa for their
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY 'Vac PER SINGLE ROLL
special Christmas services that will
be conducted next Sunday morning
OR 3 CRUSTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
and evening at the respective edifices
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT Sc, xoc, xsc, 20C
At all the places especial' musicale
progeams are being arranged, while
ANC UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
the services throughout will term
with holiday appropriateness. At
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
several of the churches Ohristrnias SECOND YEAR IN BUSINESS IN,
the
entertainments will be givers for
PADUCAH.
ANTI—EVRRY CONSIEVRABLY COL.
DESIGNS IN CORNICE
beuetit of the young folks and old We offer special values in
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGZD BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
people as well.
Solid Gold Watches.
At Broadway Methodist church
Sotid Gold Chaise.
COWES IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
Sunday evening at 7:30 o'clock the
Solid Gold Rings.
regular night service by the pastor
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DEScilid Gold Link Cuff Baia.
will be diplaced by an elaborate mu
Solid Gold Brooch Pins, Diamond
sical program rendered under the au sat.
114 ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
Rush.
Anti-Christmas
spices of the Senior Epworth league
Lockets.
Gold
Solid
Every year the county clerk en- and directed by Miss Virginia Newell
OF BEADING'S, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WINGold Crosses and Neck
Sad
joys quite a rush for marriage, liDOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
Chains
censes about Christmas time, and it
Christmas This.
Sterling Silver Spoons.
seems as if thn matrimonial inPAPIIRS. ;;ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES'AND
Rev. W. S. Chiles and wife reStarling Silver Toilet Sets.
clined 'couples are beginning to come
along
coming
are
Ster!ing Silver Novclties
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
forward pretty 'rapidly. Yesterday port that things
nicely as regards donations for their
lirrns-it line of Cut Glans.
foie
he
couto
lioenses
white
issued
Board Meeting
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
Sten:Mg Silver Lou Boa Dinhes.
ples as follows: Theodore Doi, Christmas tree, and they expect to
This evening the school board wol
this
of
poor
the
for
gifts
many
have
Eye
and
Spectacles
Gold
solid
18,
aged 23, and Montle Poe, aged
bold its called session and President
both of Marshall county; Edward city the nigeh the tree is given # Glasses, prcperly Atte&
Harry Williamson stated yesterday
J A. KONETZKA. Optician.
aged 29, a carpenter of this the Rescue Mission on South Third
Gelatt,
the meeting would be at the Wash- city,
street. Although the public has libyears' experience. 3.s B'way.
al
of
aged
24,
Wilkins,
and.
Celia
Broadway,
iegton building .on West
Paducah, Ky.
this city; Jacob Penn, aged 58, and erally responded thus far, the workas Mere is •()me little business to
ers want everybody psis-ible who ha,
line
of Eagle emblems in
A
large
of
aged
LaCenter;
Wray,
Addle
39,
callthis
come up. Ordinarily whs.')
Alex McCarthy, aged 24, a caulker not yet done so to contribute what stock.
held
is.
December
for
seinlion
ed
of this citY, and Jessie Addington, they can towasids rise project.
there is nothing to do but allow sal- aged 18, of trlis city. This is the sec
aries, and as this takes oohs a mo- ond marriage for Mr. Penn, who i•
"King Richard the Third"
ment or two the gathering has here the LaCenter tobacco
buyer.
This tragedy of the immortal bard
conducted down in the busioees part
is promised a splendid representaof the city at some member's store
Kentucky tonight by
or office. but the president 'has sev- WALSH HOLDINGS VALUABLE tion at The
•
a specially sselectect
and
Griffith
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John
britig
to
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eral matters
reminisc,interesting
of
Assets
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company.
Chicago
the
BetMitch
in
Banks
be
tonight, so the meeting will
ter Than Thought.
ence of Shakespear exists in an old
regular assembly root= at the high
at Petersburg, Virginia.
chnrchyerd
school building.
Chicago,
I>ec. ao.—James
There is stiN decipherable on crumb30 SOUTH THIRD ST,
PADUCAH. KY
Eckel., a member of 'the Clearing,- ling tombstone the epitaph of a "Pro
Continues to Improve.
gni or there
Miss Lizzie Singleton cutuinues to house committee which took over the tensor of Churgery." of
which is inof
foot
of
the
John
exR.
properties
at
Walsh,
shouts,
ho-pital,„
Riverside
get better at
of the pall-bearers of
where she has been for nearly one presses the opinion that the assets scribed "One
of Avon," who
month, as the result of an operation will liquidate for much more than Wi:liam Shakespeare,
to Virginia
emigrated
was
was
when
is
it
expected
evident,
thetransfer
performed on her.
made. Mr. Eckel' said:
in those early days and accounted
-easeees
"The assets of the Walsh banks n an honor to be recorded after
Manias Schools.
around. We
look
and
author's
Tomorrow afternoon tte schools and probably the National bank will death as one of the great
are proud of our stock
today
are
works
whose
more
than
was
liquidate
for
much
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renot
dismiss for this year and do
of pianos and like to
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At
represented.
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the
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probably
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The
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time
,them. We can
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Honestahoy:
many
,January. The teachers and
stage so
save you time, money
scholars will spend the holidays ness with wilich tonal rich corpora- on the American or any
tions have aellight tobtain first op- eminently fitted as John Griffith for
away from the city.
and anxiety.
Professor E. G. Payne goes to tions on ceeiniapdtperties, bonds and "King Richard," and this' opinion has
leading
his home near Glasgow JunctiOn. stocks has convect the directors of been heartily endorsed by the
'his sueKy., while Professor Everett will go the Chicago National bank that the journal's of America during
We Write Anything in Insurance
ceesful tours. aFireproof. scenery for
to his home in Trigg* catinty." Mirs. Walsh bokiiitepa Me of intannee
Ave
and
Fourth
carried,
is
529-531
production
things
believe
f
entire
"All
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considered,
Daisy Winfrey, the music teacher,
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to
will spend Christmas at Mayfield, John R. Walsh is a long way from electrieal effects are introduced
appariand
effects
weird
in
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participation
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while Mimes Carrie Blythe and
scenes
Gsey Cummins go to Fayettiville. the world of affairs," said Mir. Eckels. noes in the tent and battle
a
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Field.
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Busworth
be
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"It
certain
at
Tenn, for the vacation.
man of manna and will be able to reenter the arena ,aith comfortable for- WANTED BODY CREMATED.
tune behind him. His holdings are
large and varied Information that But Daughters of Dead Polish Count
has come to me from private sources
Insist Father Must Be Buried.
makes me certain that a number of
interests are maneuvering to obtain
x.—Two
Cincinnati, 0., Dec.
LITTLE BOYS ARE possession of some of the best of daughters of Dr. N. T. Tanski, supTHREE
them. I expect theft interests are posed Polish count, who died Sunday
CARRIED TO REFORM
SEE OUR LILNE OF XMAS
SCHOOL
looking with tonging eyes toward the from the effects of burns received last
railroad stocks and securities, but I week, arrived here from Pittsburg GOODS WHICH WILL BE ON
am not infonneed specifically."
and sought to alter the atrangetnents
THE 15TH.
Ineutenanf
of
They Were in Charge
for cremation, which bad been made DISPLAY AFTER
LOWER PHILIPPIWE TARIFF. in accordance with the dying wish
Potter, Detective Moore and
THE BEST VALUE FOR THE
Commissioner Clark
of the man. it is 011ie desire that the
Favored by the Ways and Means body he interred in a Catholic ceme- MONEY IN
AT
CITY
THE
Committee of House.
tery, but friends of the deceased in$a5 oo.
sist on cremation,' and both parties PRICES FROM 25c O
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a
of
say
Washington,
Dec.
and
attorneys
Moore, Lieutenant
have retained
tective T. J
Thomas Potter and Police Commis- 7 to s the House committee on wags will stse all means possible to carry
aioaer Mann Clark left for Lexing- and means reported favorably Tues- out their -wishes.
ron, Ky., with three boys who have day on the Payne bill, admitting all
10)
DUBOIS, KOLB & CO.'S OLD
been ()Mewed confined in the reform Philippine products into the United
Policy Holders.
To
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excepting
free,
STAND.
achool there, for crime* they com- States
We wish to notify our patrons, the
mitted. They were sent up from bacco, which are to pay as per cent.
daily
of the Dingley rates until two, when public generally, through the
the circuit court here.
also are to g0 on the free list. press, each agent signing the notice,
they
Detective Moore had charge of
amendinsents were made to nib that commencing on the first day of
Two
Charles Meadows, who is the lad
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that stole the bictcle
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Supterintendent Lieb, of the pub-Lc schools, seated yesterday that he
intended to devote his time during
the Christmas holidays to outlining
the course of study that will be pursued by the students comtnencing
the first Motiday in February, when
there starts the last half of the schol
antic term yrhich is divided in two.
He 'outlines the studies for the children just before beginning of each
half term.
Mr. Lieb will also utilize the holiday hours by getting up the list of
esunstions on which the children are
to be examined the last' week of Jan
wary which closes the first half term.
He gets up the outline and if the
pupils show therntelves sufficiently
proficient they ,are promoted to the
next highest grade, which they enter
the beginning of the second 'half
term.

In the county clerk's office yesterday there was filed a deed w4:.:11
stipulated that for $1,500 and in con
sideration of the surrender of some
Forked Deer Pants company bonds,
the pants company transfers to B.
H. Scott property at Ninth and Har
rison streets, which buildings were
used by the pants company befoine it
went out of business and which
structures are now utilized by the
Hardy Buggy company, as their factory querter•.
Land lying out in the county has
been sold by Mrs. Helen Ross to
J. H. White for $300.
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Undertakers and Embalmers,
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General Insurance Agency

W. T. MILLER & BROTHER
520 Broadway.

KIDS TAKEN AWAY

'ITS HIGH TIME

Holiday Opening!

ALVEY & LIST,

m 1
-a Most

Fragrant

Perfumes

For you to begin laying up something for
rainy days and the infirmities of old age.
Make regular deposits in this, bank where
your money will be at workffor you at compound interest and grow into a sum that wilrsurprise you.
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THE REGISTER

Ex-Gov., riii.ton H. Leslie is iztlamaismieselon•-•-•71100
coming from his later day home in
Montana to visit in his former home
PUBLISIIED BY THE
state, the, only Kentucky. That a
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO., cordial welpome awaits hina.notwithstanding his long abience need hard(Incorporated)
:y
be said. Preston H. Leslie made
At Register Buikling, 523 Broativray.
his state a clean governor though he
JAMES E. WILHELM. President was not an over brilliant man in
comparison with all those who pre:OHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ceded him in office. He has reachROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary. ed a ripe old age and those who
knew him in hi9 prime and perhaps
Entered at the postoffice -of—Picful palrniest days, will greet him again
cab, Ky., as second-class mail matter. with much satisfaction.
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Make Your Jewelry Selections at

WARREN &WARREN'S
New Store,403 Broadway. Open Evenings.

One Year
Sim Months
['twee 'Months
One Week

It has been suggested that the life
$5.00
it.so insurance companies change their
names to fit the'r mismanagement;
that is, make them companies for
the
support of the company presiAnyone failing to receive this paper
regulraly ebottl . report the matter to dents and their families'. From the
The Register office at once. Tele- developmenta of the investigation
phone Cumberland 3t8.
made in New York the suggestion is
not so much of a wogs idea, as it
might seem at first blush.

Thursday Morning, Dec. 21, 1905.

The Tennessee policy holders in
the big life insurance companies
have organized to protect their inter
este. The movement will be heard
from as there iv a Folk behind the
mare, he being the Assurance cons- I
missioner of that state.

11(

Our Holiday stock this year is the largest and most complete
we have ever carried, and we assure you that the quality is
not
surpiliedin Paducah. Low price is an attraction at our
store.
Every article is guaranteed to be the best on the mar
ket. R.emember the place,one door from 4th and Broadway.

NZ

Edison Phonographs and Records in stock. Drop in and hear
them play and buy one.

WARM & WARREN -

Cmn

JEWELERS

The President's Rate Bill.
Senator Dolliver has introduced in
SU\
St. Petersburg has a new spasm. the apparattas car dash out.. Peothe senate a rate bill which is dubple passing the building often, hear
bed the "President' bill." It is said Ttre railroaders have issued orders the
practice alarm sound so much
for
anoth
er strike. It is scheduled that
that it was not the inteatio2. of the
th9' do it know when a sure
senator to introduce this act until to break, out today in all flue cities enottgb alarm !owes in, therefore
many have had narrow escapes from
after the holidays, but at a confer- oi the empire.
Editor James Lemon, of the Maythe doors crashing out on them and
ence of the president, Senator Dollithe apparatus rushing out. Now. the field Messenger, was here yesterday.
Mrs. Robert Thompson, of West
ver, Secretary of State Root, Attorchief is haying electric globes placed
ney General Moody and others it
above the doors and when an alarm Broadway, has gone to Gainesville,
Texas, for a visit.
comes i2D the electricity, by an atwas decided that it would doubtless
Mr. John Nickels, of Sikeston,
tachm
ent. fla!hes a light -into the
be more effective to report it at
Mo.,
was .here yesterday en route to
overhead globes, and this is The
° _once, and this was done. Interest NO RECOMMENDATION TO BE warni
Grand Rivers to spend Christmas
ng
signet to people passing in with
MADE FOR THE FIRE DEhis fat•ber, Senator Nickels.
attaches to the bill greatly because
front to look out for the openi
ng
PART
MENT
Mr. DeWitt King and sister, Mr,.
.
it has the president's endorsement
doors and apparatus coming Out.
John Ray, have .gone to Clinton,
particularly and the following stateIowa, for the 'holidays.
mint as to the contents or purposes Commission
Miss Susie McGowen, of Golconer Bonds and Others
of the act is, therefore, of more than
da, Ill., will arrive in a few days to
Still Believe New Statiorthouse
visit Miss Bessie Gockel, of South
usual weight:
Should be Constructed.
Third street.
"The bill which I have introduced
Captain Harry C. Gilbert, of ,Evis intended to correct the abuses
When the steam heating plant was MR. PAT HALLORAN ABLE TO ansville, is in the city on business.
which still exist in the matter of
Mrs. Clint Wilcox and daughter.
BE OUT AT EVANSgranted a franchise to do business in
of Mt. Vernon, Ind., are visiting
railroad rates. It is not drsvrn in a this city severa
VILL
E,
l years ago it volunthe formez's mother, Mrs. W. M.
spirit of hostility to the railway sys- tarily offered to connect the city
lanes.
of iNkoth Seventh street.
tems of the country, but in the inter hall and Central fire department staUr.
Charles Hiaide, the shirt
Mir,
Harry
tion
Hank
house
Will Not Bring
with the system and furn
est of harmony and Abod will bedrummer, is in for the Christmas
Back His Brother—Mrs, McConish heat free of charge to these mutween the railways jii their patrons. nicipal
holidays.
nell Moved From Hospital.
buildings. The city hall has
0
It provides a p
Miss, Roy Pendiey returned last
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We offer all Coats for Ladies, I‘1.4
Misses and Children at a Off
SPECIAL DISCOUNT OF 25 PER GEM.
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This means every Coat in the stock,
including Rain Coats.
MSS
Nothing is more acceptable than a Cloak,
and this cut is made to give you the
benefit of the lower price before Xmas.
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5.00 COATS AT - $3.75
$10.00 COATS AT - $7.50
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All our goods are marked in plait' figures, and you can come down and figure
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141 out for yourself just what
Off
that means.
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The regular prices of our Coats are
as follows:
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Children's and Misses', $3.98 to
$10.00.
Ladies' Coats,0$5.00 to $19.00.
Rain Coats, $8.00 to $15.00.
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You can take the discount off any garment.
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JEWELRY STORE

OPEN TONIGHT
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Christmas Display.
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Larlest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction fiudranteed I•
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co.
•

11,

Paducah's OnlItxclusite Furniture Dealers

ALES ROOMS .114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET

EARNED WAY BACK Haft

EASTERN STAR

SW Tills the Soil and Gains Prim of
Trip from Pennsylvania
to Iowa.

POPULAR WANTS

FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

FOR RENT-Six-room cottage,
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WE ARE TOO BUSY TO GIVE OUR PRICES IN DETAIL, BUT
only dared to tell you what It would afternoon on her return this. way for
aia automobile you would
to get
r
bet
Cincinnati. She gets here Sunday on WE ARE NOT TOO BUSY TO SHOW YO UTHE LOWEST ERICES
a new one of the 1906
rm."- 1 STOP at R. Michael's ;or Dia"Well, go on. Why do you suppose her way up.
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
EVER MADE ON DESIRABLE HOLIDAY GOODS, SUCH AS
monds, Brooch Pins, Wattizes, Gen,
brought up the wishing subjectrThe Rees Lee left Cincinnati yes%stole, Rings, BraceleM Suit Ca, CMdmign Journal.
moo
terday and gets here Sunday on h9r DOLLS. FINE CHINA WARE, COMB AND BRUSH STES, BOONS
f;
Go to Stutz's for can.
Clothing. Shoes. See
211
way down to Memphis, Tern.
AND BIBLES, BEAUTIFUL 'PICTURES, .LAMPS,
MILITARY
I Broadway, for barg•aittie.
Go to Stutz's for carrdlr‘
Wilhelm & Perdition, 311 Broadt
BRUSHES
SMOKERS
,
SETS,
'
ETC.,
ETC.
Mv. P. D. Fitrpatck yesterday
way. A full line of Xmas Pipes and
Go to Stutz's for candy.
returned front Chicago.
WE SELL EVERYTHING AT CUT PRICES..
Cigar..
-.11.
„

orptct

Fur Top Felt Slippers, all colors,
- $1.00
, Congress Felt Slippers, - $1.00
Velvet Slippers, all colors,
- $1.00
Warm Lined Shoes, - - $1.00
Men's Slippers, all styles.
Little Gents' Rubber Boots, 5 to 11, - - $1.25
CALL EARLY AND GET CHOICE.
11M
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1•11
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Lendler & Lydon

4

Phone 675.

CASH ONLY.

THE KENTUCKY :H

6

Tonight
John Griffith

309 Broadway.
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7
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I
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i' Offers the' following Christmas Sug:
: gestions:
2:
:

li:•
,
::.•
:.•
.:
.

:

KING RICHARD
, THE THIRD

gas

I

Joys and
Holiday
Novelties

BACON'S
DRUG STORES.

7th

•••

THE RIVERS

"If You Buy it at Wan nor's Its Good." III

MEM

J.

L. Wanner, Jeweler, i ti

For Books and Christmas Gifts

P

retweu,

GO TO

HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPARTM'T.

tr. mietecia,

14

•

/Mb

elf

D,0015.1111110400PPOP°44141.10

\,
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
Paducah Transfer Company
219-223 Broadway.

TAXES PAID BACK1 BRICK DELAYED °
JUSTICE
BARBER
SHOWED REMAIND7R OF
MATERIAL
FOR JE: PERSON, NOT YET
AMOUNTS RETURNED TO
PEOPLE.
HERE.

6IVE Iltil A SUIT FOR
CORISTMAS

Sheriff Lee Potter Designated As De•• The Brick cn Rand Were Temporarily Laid at Fifth So Traffic
linquent Poll Tax Collector for
Can Get By.
1905—Other Business.
MK.
•
_
-

Special This Week

(Incorporated.)

General Cartage Busi
ness,
Superior Facilities for
Office
Handling Freight, Machinery
3ndiand Monroe
And Household Goods.
Both 'Phones ii

NL

P.D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

1It
Black Cloth Coats, box back, 50 inches long, was
The remainder of the brick for the
Yesterday in the f- iscal court Jus$15.00, now
• $10.00
tice Richard J. Barber filed a report Jefferson street re-construction work
Black Cheviot Coat, 45 inches, half fitted back,
with the magistrates, showing the have not yet Arrived, therefore operatrimme
d
cloth
in
bands,
was $io.00, now
amounts of money he had returned to tions along tl.at thoroughfare remain
Ladies' black Melton Cloth, Cape, cut full, Bead 41 7.50
the property owners of this city and at a standstill, and will continue to
throughout
$5.00-11 -7.50
county, on aceout of there being col- do so until the material reaches here.
Accident, Life, liability, Steam BoilerThe brick on Jefferson have been
lected from the latter sums in excess
of their legal taxes by Skriff Lee laid from First trp to hallway bePotter. During the investigations tween Fourth and Fifth. The maTan Melton
w , no
Coat, imitation and velvet trimmed,
made here last summer by State In- terial gave out then, with exception
Was
$ 6.60
spector Henry B. Hines it was found of several hundred brick, and instead
Blue Cheviot, trhuntiel in red velvet, was $
14•50,
that the sheriff in collecting taxes had of laying these in the center of the
now
Phone 736
overlooked granting to the property block between i'ourth and Fifth, ConGreen Cloth Coat, trimmed in black braid and im- $ 9.50
owners the exemptions they were en- tractor Bridge- :i'd his men to place
411
itation fur, was $14.50, now
titled to. The sheriff paid back the them right at
corner of Fifth and
For Vaults, Mbinnnents and 0 eneral
Green, blue and red Melton Coat, cut full, was $ 9.50
Cemeter
y
Work
Use
money which was distributed to the Jefferson, which spot had been dug
$8 50, now
$ 4.90
parties paying an over-amount by out 'and ekcavated preparatory for
Justice Barber, who was selected by the brick. By putting the remaining
brick up on the corner, it made
the county judge to do this.
TES BEST arrows ON THE MARKET
„The fiscal court yesterday. employed things so people and vehicles could
box back, were $15.00, now
for Monumental and
$
10.0
0
pass
"Af
back
t purposes, as It BLEACHES WHITE
and
Shesig Potter as the collector of deforth over same, and
Grey mixtures 50 inch Coat, box back, were
UPON EXPOSSio,
linquent poll taxes for 1905, he to get things not blockaded like they have
now
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS
WHITENESS; does not be8.50
$
33 1-3 s)er cent. of the total amount been for many, weeks, while awaiting
Brown mixture empire back, all wool Coat, 5o incame dark and discolored.
coerialetion of the
collected.
ches long, were $8 5o, now
improvement.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT
Few brown mixtures, box back, ea inches, were $ 6.50
IT :
Clerk Charles Graham has beet, or- Placement of these brick at the cor:
dered by the court to cancel all ner is only temporary, as when there
$1.50, now
arrive the remainder of the brick
Ladies' black silk velvet empire Coat, lined through- $ 5.00
vouchers issued by the fiscal
out with white satin, trimmed with silk
since 1895, and which vouchers have needed for the entire works, these at
braid.
was $39 50, now
not been called for the part.es 1, the corner will be taken up. and the
SOLE AGENT, Mg TRIM BLE ST.,
k
--,ek
PADUCAH, KY.
finished on out to that place
Black Cloth Coats, empire style, trimmed with vel- $29.50
whom money is owed. When
ft
tm
the
center
of
the
vet
block
and
in
silk braid, lined half way, Skinner satin,
front
has a claim against the county, at .
Terrell's livery stable. The conwas $30 00, now
sikstaritiates same, the court orde,s
$20.00
Black
Kersey
the cleric to draw up a voucher or tractor had to stop ten days ago on
Coat, empire back, was Sao 00,
account
of
the
shortage of matetial,
now .
warrant for the money due the claim$ 15.00
ant.
Mlany people having claims and has not yet received any word
from
the
Ohio
concern
furnishing the
against the county have never called
for their voucher, which is cashed by material, saying when the balance
the cortity treasurer, and the individ- would get here. It is looked for any
$45.00 Suits now
1530.00 $35 oo Suits now.. 123.33
ual's debt aid. A number of these day as it was ordered long enough
Sa8 so Suits now..
1$.50 $25 oo Suits DOW.. 16.66
ago,
two
weeks.
vouchers lay in the clerk's office, and
eS31111[1[1 1
$18 so Suits now.
12.33 $10 00 Suits now.
6.67
the court ordered trim to cancel same,
THE THREE LATEST, GAS LAMPS
NO CHARGES FOR ALTERATION
THEY SAVE GASBILLS—
so that in tne future if any man havTHEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ON
ing a bill against the county governDISPLAY
AT OUR
SHOW
Ladies' all wool Skirts, Mack, blue and grey, cut full
ROOMS
ment, he will have to prove same
mode Of Cheviot,
PORCE
Panama
LA,
ENAMEL CLEANSER, IS A WONDER
Homespun, $5.00
and then a duplicate voucher issued
now
him to substitute that cancelled ac$ 3.50
count not having been called for.
Justice A. N. Sears was allowed COMMUNICATION WITH THE
COUNTRY BY WIRE AGAIN
$1s for the use and benefit of Ila
IMPOSSIBLE.
Lusher, a little girl, and also $12 for
use and benefit of Sallie Lusher,
mother of the girl
Both are in Reports Come of Horrors in Interior
STEAM FITTING.
PLUMBING.
and Fear to Deplete St PetersOf Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, the
destitute circumstances and
this
Both Phones sot. Iv South F ourth St., 335
Kentucky Avenue.
*money is to be used by Mr. Sears .
burg Garrison.
Great Woman's Remedy for Woman's Ills.
in providing them with the necessaries of life.
New York, Dec. 19.—The cable
reports
the county treasurer companies received notice today that
were filed a • y. They showed that tel-egraphic communication with St.
'111htce June
h $13,203.69 had been Petersburg has been served again.
Mitau, Province of Courland, Resou
f the County levy and
und, ,leaving a present bal- iiev (undated) by mail to St. Pewsof $22,349.03. Since that date burg, Dec. io.—Frightful stories are
/07 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
15.6o has been paid out of the pouring in from. the interior, where
and bridge fund, and a present desperate firighting has ocrirred beance left of $13.77976. Out of the tweet the troops and insurgents Reuper find there has been paid since yoltiog tales are told of the barbari'lone 6th, $3,841.28. leaving a present ties practiced on the Gemnan landFINE OLD WINES AND WHISEM.
n balance of $1,702.26. There is now lords, wh9 are more detested by the
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served
a balance of $84,732.95 in the sink- Letes than are the Russians. In a
to orals% A
Fins noonday hmch for 25
ing fund, which is created for re- fight near
fourteen dragoons
demption of outstanding
county were killed and sixteen wounded. It
is estimated that the insurgents lost
bond, when they mature.
In his settlement of taxes due the aoe mien killed.
IA squadron of calvary were amcounty Sheriff Potter reported that
11111111WINIWIIIIIIIIIINIMIIIIM11111111111111=11
it incaidecl franchise taxes on the fol- bushed and badly cut up near Groslowing assessments levied upon the sante and limped into Mitati with its
respective concerns, that, are valued wounded.
at the SU11151 -mentioned: N. C. and St.
AVAILABLE
L railroad, $76,158o; Louisville tliV1- FEW
SOLDIERS TO
aion of the Illinois Central railSEND.
road,
$151,230,
Cairo
dirt.
St. Petersburg. Dec. 19.---.Despite
sion of Illinois Central $t17,380;
Union depot company $3,600; Citi- the statement that two army corps
aen's Saviags bank, $145034; Padocals are being sent to the Baltic provinces
Banking company $tia4400; Globe it is learned that no ouch number of
Bank & Trost company, $144,800; troops is available.
Western 'Union telegraph company, The government has sent two regilioo.788: Paducah Gas & Electric ments from St. Petersburg in, reply to
Ligfit company, $,21,R5o; Paducah the frantic appeals for reinforce!tt am heating company $ietamo; ments, but it is considered too danFast Tenntissee Telephone company, gerous to deplete the garrison of the
$22,o46; The
Postal
Telegraph capitol any further during the presro'd the gaver•rnent can
company..., $1,494; Paducah
Water ent.
No other female medicine is the world has received
or'-:.• await the arr;•-al of the Cossacks
cornpary:' $75.000; Paducah
such widespread and
City
Railway company, $254,000; Mcoh- ari other troops whirr, are being hur- unqualified endorsement.
other
No
medicine has such
anics
&
Farmers'
Saving ried forward by Gen. Lines-itch from hosts of grateful friends as has a record of cures of female troubles or such
ings bank, $50,142: First National Manthirria.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
In the meantime the government's
Of Paclue"11,
hank, $s2S,o00; City National bank.
It will entirely cure the worst forms of Female Complai
$304•339; American German National fear is that the rebellion which is exnts, all Ovarian
Capital mid Surpluis $1815,cococij
fr,
tending southward to the Polish Troubles, Inflammation and Uleeratipn. Tallinig and Displac
hank, $315.50460. ement of the
frentier may arouse the Poles to an Womb. and consequent Spisal Weakness, and is peculiarly aiiaptea% to the
Cluinge of Life.
armed uprising.
has bared more cases of B:wks&he and Leneerrbosa than any other rem- ED P.
MAY YOHE SUES FOR DWORCE
Reliable detail. regarding the estab- edyItthe
NOBLE,}'RES.
G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PM*
world has ever known It is almost infallible in such eases.
It
lishment of the so-called republic of dissolve* and expels tumors
from the inertia is an eatly stage of deN. W VAN CUtIN CASHIER.
Wants to Be separated from Putnam Kharhoff have at
last arrived. The velopment.
Transaots all regular banktee Osseiress.. Solicits your deposits. Pay.
Bradlee Strong.
Irre.gular, Suppressed or Painful Menstruation, Vlaairnees
workmen's Sociabistie oripanizatione;
of the Stomach,
joined by 300 troops, took possession Indigestion, Bloating, Flooding, Nervous Prostration, Headache, General Debil- pet cent per annum on time eertificant of deposits..
Safety boxes in firs
New York, Dec. 20.—A cable dia- of the city, and, with the aid of the ity quickly yield to ft. Womb teoubles, eansing pain. weight and baoksche instantly
eisred
proof
and
vault
rent
ter
permane
ntly cured by name. Under 'all circumstances it
at $3 to Sao per year as to sine. You carry your own
natrh from Berlin announces that militia armed with pikes, revolvers invigora
tele the female systein, and is as harmless as water.
Mav Yohe. the actress, formerly Lady and axes, established a government of
It quickly removes that 13earingdawn reeling, examine lassitude. "don't buy and no one but yourself has access.
Vrancis libpe, lias brought suit in "federated council," as the executive tare" and "want-to-be-lef
t-alone" feeling, excitability, trfitabilitor, nervousthe Barlin courts for divorce against (-committee was called.
sou. Diu:Seem, Faintness, slpeplesaness, flateileney, malaneh
oly or
"blues"
and
her isuebanda Major Putnam Brad:ee
headache. These are mire indications of Female Weakness,the
This council issued decrees which
or some de- 41#1114.44.4044044444411÷1414,444
44
46•4140.4.4-04•4•4444444-14-F++++44
,
Strong, son of the late Mayor Strong, the authorities were perfectly power- rangement of the Uterus, which this medicine always eures. Kidney Complain
Backache, of either ilex, the Vegetable Compound always mien.
ei New York.
les to resist. The council turned off and Those
The promised end of the Yolie- the electricity from the houses on the thousan WOMADI who refuse to accept anything eine are rewarded a hundred
d times, for thwy get what they went—a sure. Sold by Druggists.
Strong icandat, which completely ground that it only benefited the rich, everywhere. Refuse
all suBstitetes.
61:ghted the brilliant prospects of the while allowing It to hum
in the
young man, does not come as an streets, where it benefited the people
VISIT FROM GOV. LESLIE.
Helena bar. He will go directly to
entire surprise. Ile and May Yohe and declared war on the theives who
Nashville, where his daughter lives,
have quarreled many times since he have previously been terrorizing the
suffered !odal ostracism, loss of posi- citg. Wiles a robber was captured he Former Chief Executive Coming to hut will later return for a vieit to
•
tion in the army and the friendship of was placed under a trip hammer with
Kentucky from Montana.
men to T.:lorry her after their open threat that it would be dropped unA BUREAU OF IMMIGRATION.
association whle she was still the less be revealed the whereabouts of
Louisville, Dec. ao.—Neves has'been
esite of the foolish young Lord the booty. This usually as effective
!ramie llope had caused him to he in each ease and the recovered plund- received here that former Gov. Pres- Is Desired by the State Development
ton H. Leslie hasi left his home in
•• oft
AgeosiethMli
learned Irmo New York clubs.
er era's returned to its owners. Two Pelena,
Mont., (of a visit to his old
lFrankfort.. Ky.. Dec. 20 - $41*. A. Y.
notdrioini robbers were banged in the home in
Kentucky He will travel Ford, of Louisville, called on Gov,
public square.
%or. Latollette Resigns.
by easy stages and will probably not teckham yesterday as a represeataShadisos, Wis., Dec. sto.—Gov. Laarrive in Louisville until some time tive of the State Developnient condalsol+614.4414.14410+44.4.411
lett sent to the legislature his
—Something new end unique in next week.
vention and urged the necessity of a
tins as governor, ter take effect package goods for Xmas. These
Gov. Leslie is the oldest chief exe state inntigratio. bureau,
first Monday in January. Ile goods are fresh and up-to-date. No entive of Kentucky. being 'now
in his
The governor did not make public
tin accept the United States old stock.
ninetieth year. Hie ;health is mill his views on the matter, hut is beHAWKINS DROS., 417 B`way.
good, and he practices law at the Herod to he favoralyle to the plan, 1
41
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Misses' Coats
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W. C. Gray, proprietor.
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EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to

guil
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JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Acoonntant,

•

118 Fraternity Bldg.

THE GLOBE BA_NK & TRUST CO
Kentucktf,
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Steam and Not Water Heating.
none 133.

529 Broadway.
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Paducah
EXCURSO N
Steam Dye VI/01*5 St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-

ORDERED STOPPED

SOD.
In the suit- of Charles E.
of the
administrator of the estateJenatings,1
late Thomas Robidu, against the
Globe Bank and Trust ocempany, the
sale of Master Cominissioneo Oecil BOARD OF WORKS CHECKS
Reed was confirmed and he allowed
THE STREET CLEANING
$75.75 for services.
NUISANCE.
Sheriff Lee Potter's report of *ale
was confirmed in the suit of Thompson, WU-son & Co. against John
to
Relative
Callahan, -and the sheriff allowed $30 Orders Issued Also
Grease
License,
use
NLY GRAND JURY
Market-Ho
REMAINS AT WORK. for his work.
"Traps," Street Work, Etc.

cket Being Well Cleared
Adjournment is Near

.••••••••••••••••••••

•

• ••••••• NOSTSIPM•••

co-lfr

COURT'S CLOSING
pan y

•

If you want yuur clothes cleaned,
dyed or sepeired, take them to K. C.
Rosa 329 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line GI samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.

If Yon Have

Vegetated
Calomel

et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.

$8.00 tor the Round
Trip to 1 eonessee river

...•••••••

and return.

Prisoners Sentenced.
The petit jury having been disFoot Troubles
emenating
esterday Judge Reed Regularly
- -The Fond cennerlaiso
missed and that practkalry ending
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
yesterday
Sentenced the Many Prisoners
columns
these
through
the criminal court, except the •reold
those
away
throw
should
and
rest; good service, g
You
deConvicted During Term.
table,
cleaning
the
street
morning about
ports of the grand, jury, Judge Reed
good rooms, etc. Boats
,e each
coming out so style rubbers. Any doctor will tell
city
this
of
partment
yesterday had all the prisoners controuble
5 p. in.
early of evening's and sweeping up you they cause most of the
NEVER GRIPES NOR SALI- Wednesday and Saturday
victed this term brought over from
of
pair
a
get
to
you
tell
Ho
effect
For other information apply to Jas.
good
a
had,
streets
public
the
TO
D
w111
GRANTE
E
DIVORC
the jail, *nib the exception of Mr.
T
ALL
VATES.
DRUGGIS toe.
Roger, superintendent; Frank L.
MRS. ELLA HOPKINS. H. H. Loving, who will make a upoo the board of public works, as
yesterday issued
were
rigid
orders
Brown, agent.
motion for a new trial. The judge
that public body during its regular
by
up
in
lined
es
had the unfortunat
instructions
-weekly seesion. The
-paeseci--sensettee
The grand jurris- the only thin tetnirt;
t thould
the
that
provide
now working at the circuit court, as them. He dways asks them it they not start cleaning the thoroughfares
' yesterday Judge Reed finished -try- know of any reason why he should down in the business portion of the
OFFICER too NORTH FIFTH
all the criminal cases before him not pronounce sentence upon them city until after tr o'clock of night,
Highest price paid for second-hand
a
have
;sand dismissed the petit jurors, there and usually the prisoners
first well
without
not
then
and
ONES
TELEPH
being no' further need for them. long row of excuses to offer, but the sprinkling the highways to settle the
Probabilitk.a are that tomorrow after court informs them they should have dust and prevent its arising. Monday
Office aas
Residence sell
noon lie in* dismiss the grand jetty, told their tale of woe to the jury night and Tuesday night the cleaning
nothing.
1-do
can
as they veil) about have done by that trying them as he
department, with their big sweepers,
time what matter.9 they have before He then informs them that they came out a-bout 7:3o o'clocIo and comOLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR, Buy anything and sell everything.
have been convicted for such and
them for investigation.
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
from Broaddirt
the
cleaning
218-220 Court street. Old phone 13111.
menced
The grand jury this terns has such an offense and that it is his way without even putting a drop of
cool—
feet
the
keep
they
sentencthe
because
them
upon
pass
to
duty
indictbrought in a large batch of
water upon the trash to settle the
ments and did more work than the es awarded by the trial jury. The dirt. As result people had to abon- never chafe or "draw' —are lighter
: Benton. Ky., rear bank
last body because the latter had prisoners. were _then carried back to don the street because the great and more comfortable, while they OFFICES
to
cells
their
County; Paducah, Ky.,
Marshal
in
protect.
Moving wagon in connection.
things before it that took many days jail and incarcerated
clouds of dirt were stifling. The deCome in and see how they look on
ere they could make a report to the rcmain until they are carried by partment is never supposed to come
ROOM 114 Fraternity Building.
102•1 •PriLm •••••••••,
•
Sheriff Lee Potter to Eddyville pen- out to clean up the thoroughfares un- your shoes—they will fit any shape New Phone ria.
judge.
Old Phone 3o3.
shoe.
itentiary. MI the males go there
oJ. K. HENDRICK. J. G. MILLEN
til about midnight, so yesterday the
while the females go to the main
We have a full line of any kind of
Yesterday's Badness.
to
orders
rigid
issued
works
of
board
WM. MARBLE.
Yesterday Tom Trimble, alias Tom state prison at Frankfort. Sheriff the street men not to start before ti rubbers you could want, from a toe
Tranting11, colored, yeas given on.. Potter expects to leave tomorrow o'clock each night to cleaning Broad- tip to a buckle Arctic
year in the penitentiary on the for Eddyville with the men, but he way from First to Ninth, Second,
We have a good assortment of
Residence.
charge of stealing the bicycle from does not yet know when- he will go Third Fourth and Fifth from Jeffer- rubber and felt boots; also damp
and
Call
Eighth
Jackson Streets.
boots
the son of Mrs. Mlle Ogilvie and to Frankfort with the women.
cut
shoes
proof
and
high
then
while
son to Kentucky avenue,
selling the wheel to Riebard Simon, The prisoners sentenced, the time before they commence the sprinkler early and get your correct size.
Telephone 270,
▪ cokned mao, who in turn dirposed they got and their crimes are as fol must pass back and forth and well
of it to Milton Brooks, the colored lows:
LAWYERS
dampen the dirt so dust will not arise.
Queenie Ray, colored, two years
politician.. The charge against him
street above Washington
Third
On
of
Rooms o, a and 3 Register Buildwas obtaining money urxier false for breaking into the residence
the cleaners can start by 9 o'clock if
rewho
Terrell,
B.
523 1-2 Broadway.
John
inwas
ing,
another
Liveryman
There
pretenses.
they want to, but the sprinkling must
dictment brought against him charg- sides on Washington near Nint'h
ST—
—DENTI
Sellers of Shoes and Satisfaction.
well done there also.
Practice in all the courts id the
ing grand larceny, but.the court dis- street, and Who awoke early one be
that the end of the year is
Now
Building
the
Truehart
in
Queenie
321 Broadway.
morning and detected
missed this one.
state. Both phones 35.
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--The weather predictions for today are: More cloudy weather and
probable rain. .Nio material change
in the atmospherical conditions is
anticipated.
Mrs. E. L. Wbitesides, 'osteopath,
4 Broadway; Phones, Old 1431,
/
6o91
New. 761.
Miss Runge public
Palmer House.
—The children of Mr.
t.
of 112 Tennessee street, L.
scark-t fever in a mild fors:.
—Yesterday morning U. S.
missioner W. Armour Gardner dis
inisRed the suit of H. Filliett fOr
$42 the latter elaimed the steamboat
Three States owed him for wages.
—Gip Husbands yesterday in the
circuit court filed suit against Felix
HucLours for $i013.*10 claimed due on
a land deal, and $247.48 claimed due
from defendant to plaintiff on some
notes for borrowed money.
—The Afternoon Sun is prosecut:ng all kinds of investigations, bat
bays "it is not yet known who turned in the fire alarm." The democrats say it never will be known and
that it is all grape-vine about "the
guilty being in close quarters."
—Thiv afternoon the W. C. T.
U. will meet'at the First Baptist
c hum h
—A large crowd' heard the ministers preaching a the I. C. shops
,
yesterday.
—3,11tss -Birdie NA'oolfolk is sufferirig from a fractured wrist bone,
caused by tripping over a piece of
furniture and falling in her room
at the 'White:field home on Seventh
and Kentucky avenue.
—It is reported that chicken
thieves have beerr raiding hen roosts
rtiorrs of the city the
is many
nights and many fine fowls
past f
ted.
st St. Lbuis, Ill., wants to
into the Kitty league, but as
-Storks uncier the natioual league
, • invents which provide that two
towns under this agreement within
, 6re miles of each other cannot main
tam n kagne teams, and St. Louis
has league teams and East St. Louis
1, just across the river, this may pre
cluck the possibility of East St.
Louis getting in.
—The aldermen hold their last
regular meeting of the year this eve
ring at the getieral assembly chamber at the city hall.
Don't forget to attend the grand
comical hop Thursday evening, Dec
aR, igos, to be given hi the ladies
society No.,30 of the Brotherhood of
T...otomotive Firemen, at Iliiiwer's
Hall.
Exclusive agents, Iehkoodah, Ky.,
coal, clippings for kindling, five cents
per bundle. Phone 294.
'NOBLE & YEISER.
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The Cash Store Saves You Money on Christmas
Presents
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Fancy, Silk, Initial and fancy bordered Silk Handkerchiefs, cash price
48e
6 Initial Handkerchiefs, put up in a neat box ready to make'
a present to your gentleman friend, 6 handkerchiefs in a
box, price per box
.
480
Silk Handkerchiefs, plain and bordered, regular 5oc quality,
cash price
,ine,

$4.48
And the very best one you can
buy here for
_ $4.98

A good useful Umbrella for everyday use, plain
handles, cut price
One with nice wooden bulk fancy,
for
Fancy handle Umbrella, suitable for the
gentleman, for
Finer ones with finer handles
..
for .
•
And a dead awidInna
for

)
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Fancy Suspenders put up in
a present that is always very
acceptable, cash price
A finer and fancier pair of suspenders
put up in a beautiful box,
.
cash price ...
48c

Exclusive agents, Ishkoodah, Ky.,
coal, c•ippings for kindling, five cents
per bundle. Phone 294.
NCIBLE & YEISER.
tend-, crisp
Fine lettuce for
and cheap. Oak Grove greenhouse,
Porteous Bros.
,

35c
An immense line of fancy Sox,
and soc values, which you can buy
here at the cash store for . 234.

Music pupils wanted by Miss Annie Nk'holson at 531 South Fifth
skeet. Oki phone 2427.
MASONIC NOTICE
F $ A M Plain City lodge, will
meet
this afternoon at the hall
at 1:15 to attend the funeral of the
late George Rock The lodge will
leave the hall promptly at i :45 All
members are urged to attend
GEO. INGRAM. Master.
FRED ROTH, Secretary.

Fancy and plain quilted Mufflers,
........
cash price
Flue Handkerchief Silk Mufflers,
cash price

(091,T1

.
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Into ii
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Silk lined kid, silk lined
lined kid and
Mocha

The best line of Four-in-hand Ties we have ever offered the
,•
pablic of Paducah, cash price
English square Ties, put up each in fancy box, regular
values, cash price

$1 .00

Four-in-hand Ties, each put up in a fancy box, finest of silks
values, cash price
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Buster Brown, Military Coat and
These
regular Boys' Sweaters.
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for $t .00; our cash price
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